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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a novel collection of educational material for teaching and learning fundamentals of
music processing (FMP) with a particular focus on the
audio domain. This collection, referred to as FMP notebooks, discusses well-established topics in Music Information Retrieval (MIR) as motivating application scenarios. The FMP notebooks provide detailed textbook-like
explanations of central techniques and algorithms in combination with Python code examples that illustrate how to
implement the theory. All components including the introductions of MIR scenarios, illustrations, sound examples,
technical concepts, mathematical details, and code examples are integrated into a consistent and comprehensive
framework based on Jupyter notebooks. The FMP notebooks are suited for studying the theory and practice, for
generating educational material for lectures, as well as for
providing baseline implementations for many MIR tasks,
thus addressing students, teachers, and researchers.
1. INTRODUCTION
Music information retrieval (MIR) is an exciting and challenging area of research. Music not only connects people
but also relates to many different research disciplines including signal processing, information retrieval, machine
learning, musicology, and psychoacoustics. In its beginnings, research in MIR has borrowed many ideas and concepts from more established disciplines such as speech
processing or computer linguistics. After twenty years, the
MIR field has matured to an independent research area that
has many things to offer to signal processing and other research disciplines [16]. In particular, thanks to the rich and
challenging domain of music, there are many MIR tasks
that can serve as motivation application scenarios for introducing, explaining, and studying techniques for audio
processing, time-series analysis, and information retrieval.
In this paper, we introduce the FMP notebooks, which
provide educational material for teaching and learning fundamentals of music processing. One primary goal of these
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Figure 1. Overview of FMP notebooks.
notebooks is to give an exciting and easy-to-understand introduction to MIR with a particular focus on audio-related
analysis and retrieval tasks. Following the textbook [13],
the notebooks treat many well-established MIR tasks as
summarized in Figure 1. Within each MIR task, fundamental algorithmic approaches and techniques are discussed in detail. Going beyond and complementing traditional toolboxes, the FMP notebooks closely combine
textbook-like explanations with Python code examples. Interleaving technical concepts, mathematical details, code
examples, illustrations, and sound examples within a unifying and interactive Jupyter notebook framework helps
to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Furthermore, the notebooks can be easily adapted to generate educational material (such as figures and sound examples)
for lectures and to realize baseline approaches for many
MIR tasks. The FMP notebooks (as well as HTML exports) are accessible under a Creative Commons license at:
https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/FMP

There are some excellent software toolboxes such
as essentia [2], librosa [12], madmom [1],

Marsyas [20], or the MIRtoolbox [7], which provide
open source software for MIR and music processing applications. We will give an overview of related toolboxes
in Section 2. While such toolboxes aim at implementing
a wide range of MIR functionalities, the main goal of the
FMP notebooks is to promote the understanding of MIR
concepts. Therefore, rather than providing compact and efficient code, the programming style used in the FMP code
examples is simple and explicit with a flat functional hierarchy (at the cost of having some redundancy). The mathematical notation and the naming conventions used in the
FMP notebooks are carefully matched to establish a close
relationship between theory and practice. Furthermore, the
notebooks allow a user to generate appealing multimedia
objects such as figures and sound examples, which may
be useful for lectures and scientific publications. In summary, educational and didactic considerations are the main
guide in the development of the FMP notebooks. As such,
we hope that these notebooks nicely complement existing
open source toolboxes, fostering education and research in
MIR.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we review related software frameworks and
toolboxes for audio and music processing. Then, in Section 3, we deal with the structure, content, and implementation of the FMP notebooks. In Section 4, we give some
concrete examples of how the FMP notebooks can be used
for learning and teaching music processing and MIR. Conclusions can be found in Section 5.
2. RELATED WORK
As said before, the main aim of the FMP notebooks is to
help users to gain a deeper understanding of essential MIR
techniques. Providing explicit and simple code examples
(by consciously introducing redundancies), the notebooks
are not intended to form a toolbox in a stricter sense. Instead, the FMP notebooks reimplement, integrate, and apply various functions that are also provided by existing
toolboxes. In the following, we give a summary of opensource toolboxes that have been specifically designed for
supporting MIR research.
There are a number of comprehensive and welldocument toolboxes that provide modular source code
for processing and analyzing music and audio signals.
Prominent examples are the Marsyas toolbox [20], the
MIRtoolbox [7], the jAudio toolbox [10], and the
essentia library [2]. All these collections provide code
for audio feature extraction as well as for MIR applications including music classification, melody extraction,
beat tracking, and structure analysis.
There are also various toolboxes that focus on specific MIR applications such as the Chroma Toolbox
[14] for chroma feature extraction, the Constant-Q
Toolbox [19] for computing time-frequency transforms,
the TSM Toolbox [3] for time-scale modification, the
Tempogram Toolbox [5] for tempo and pulse tracking, and the SM Toolbox [15] as well as the MSAF
toolbox [17] for audio structure analysis. While most

of these toolboxes cover more traditional MIR techniques,
the recent Python library madmom [1] also offers code
for MIR approaches that employ deep learning techniques.
Other useful toolboxes provide code for the evaluation of
MIR approaches such as the mir eval library [18] or for
data augmentation such as the Audio Degradation
Toolbox [9] or the muda library [11]. Other useful sources are the MIR notebooks 1 provided by Steve
Tjoa as well as the companion website 2 of the textbook [8]
on audio content analysis, which offers code for hands-on
experience in audio and music processing. Furthermore,
Xambó et al. [22] introduce a browser-based learning environment for teaching MIR and programming in highschools.
In particular, we want to draw attention to the Python
package librosa [12], which provides basic functions
as well as advanced processing pipelines for several music and audio analysis tasks. librosa also comprises
a gallery of advanced examples 3 , which nicely illustrate how to use the package for approaching MIR tasks
such as onset detection, music synchronization, harmonicpercussive separation, and audio structure analysis. The
FMP notebooks are inspired by librosa and integrate,
extend, and complement elements offered by this package.
While librosa is designed to be an easy-to-use toolbox
with convenient presets, the emphasis of the FMP notebooks is on the educational side providing detailed explanations of theoretical and practical aspects. We hope that
the FMP notebooks serve as a good basis for carrying on
with more advanced techniques as provided by powerful
toolboxes such as librosa, essentia, or madmom.
3. STRUCTURE OF NOTEBOOKS
The FMP notebooks are structured in ten parts as shown
by the table of Figure 1. Part 0 (also containing this
table) is the starting notebook, which is opened when
calling https://www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/FMP.
Besides giving an overview, this notebook also provides information on the license (Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License),
the main contributors, and some links to related toolboxes.
Part B provides basic introductions to the Jupyter notebook framework, the Python programming language, and
other technical concepts underlying these notebooks (see
Section 3.1). The main body of the FMP notebooks, which
covers different music processing and MIR scenarios, consists of Part 1 to Part 8 (closely following the eight chapters of the textbook [13]). These parts are described in
Section 3.2.
3.1 Technical Framework
The notebooks of Part B serve different purposes. First,
these notebooks describe the main tools used for developing the FMP notebooks. Second, they give short intro1
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ductions of the relevant technical concepts while providing
links to more detailed tutorials. Third, the notebooks give
examples for best practices in programming as well as for
generating and using code, figures, and sound elements. In
the following, we describe the technical framework underlying the FMP notebooks while summarizing the content
of Part B.
3.1.1 Jupyter Notebook
The FMP notebooks are based on the Jupyter notebook
framework. This open-source web application allows users
to create documents that contain live code, text-based information, mathematical formulas, plots, images, sound
examples, and videos. Jupyter notebooks are often used as
a publishing format for reproducible computational workflows [6]. They can be exported to a static HTML format,
which makes it possible to generate web applications that
can be accessed through standard web browsers with no
specific technical requirements. Part B introduces some
relevant elements of the Jupyter framework including practical aspects such as the most important Jupyter operators
and keyboard shortcuts.
3.1.2 Installation
To run the FMP notebooks, one needs to install Python,
Jupyter, and additional Python packages. In Part B, we introduce the Anaconda Python distribution with its package
and environment manager, which allows for quickly installing, running, and updating the required software packages. Furthermore, we provide a file which specifies an
environment called FMP. This environment comprises all
packages (specified by name and version number) needed
for the FMP notebooks. Giving a step-by-step description,
we explain how to use Anaconda to set up this environment.
3.1.3 Multimedia
One notebook of Part B gives a short overview of how to
integrate multimedia objects (in particular, audio, image,
and video objects) into a Jupyter notebook. Rather than
being comprehensive, we only give a selection of possibilities as used in the other parts of the FMP notebooks.
In particular, we discuss two alternatives: a direct integration of images, video, and audio elements using HTML
tags as well as an integration using the Python module
IPython.display.
3.1.4 Python
In the FMP notebooks, we use Python as the programming language. The reason for this choice is that Python is
a open-source general-purpose language, which is widely
used in scientific computing and offers plenty of resources
in data sciences and machine learning. Furthermore, being
a beginner-friendly language, it suits the didactic orientation of the FMP notebooks well. Part B contains a short introduction to Python summarizing the most important data
types, control structures, and functions as occurring in later
parts of the FMP notebooks. One of our design principles

is to keep the required programming skills at an elementary
level. Furthermore, one finds code examples that illustrate
how to create appealing figures, process audio files, and
program interactive plots.
3.1.5 Numba
As one side topic, we also give a short introduction to the
Python package Numba, which offers an open source justin-time (JIT) compiler that translates a subset of Python
code into fast machine code. Even though not crucial from
a functionality point of view, this package can be used to
significantly speed up (sometimes a factor of 100) some of
the implementations offered by the FMP notebooks.
3.1.6 Further Topics and Summary
Further topics covered by Part B are descriptions of relevant Python libraries, some basic information of the version control system Git, and links to tools that are helpful
for music processing and MIR.
In summary, with having the notebooks of Part B, our
goal is to make the FMP notebooks self-contained (at least,
to a high degree). Rather than trying to be comprehensive,
we give useful and instructive code examples that become
relevant in the other parts. Furthermore, Part B also motivates and documents how the FMP notebooks were created.
3.2 Music Processing and MIR Scenarios
The main music processing and MIR topics covered by the
FMP notebooks are organized in eight parts, which follow
the eight chapters of the textbook on Fundamentals of Music Processing [13]. The notebooks include introductions
for each MIR task, provide important mathematical definitions, and describe computational approaches in detail.
One primary purpose of the FMP notebooks is to provide
audio-visual material as well as Python code examples that
implement the computational approaches described before.
Additionally, the FMP notebooks provide code that allows
a user to experiment with parameters and to gain an understanding of the computed results by suitable visualizations
and sonifications. These functionalities also make it easily
possible to input different music examples and to generate figures and illustrations that can be used in lectures and
scientific articles. This way, the FMP notebooks complement and go beyond the textbook [13], where one finds a
more mathematically oriented approach to MIR. In the following, we summarize the main content of the music processing and MIR scenarios covered by the FMP notebooks.
Part 1 (Music Representations). Musical information
can be represented in many different ways. In this part, we
cover three widely used music representations: sheet music, symbolic, and audio representations. Besides introducing basic terminology that is used throughout the following
FMP notebooks, we provide Python code to study musical
and acoustic properties of audio signals including aspects

such as frequency, pitch, dynamics, and timbre. For example, there are code snippets for comparing different tuning systems (equal-tempered, Pythagorean, harmonic series) and for generating Shepard tones.
Part 2 (Fourier Analysis of Signals). In this part, we approach the Fourier transform (used as the main signal processing tool in these notebooks) from various perspectives.
We provide code to better understand complex numbers
and exponential functions, which form the basis for the
discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Also, the fast Fourier
transform (FFT)—an algorithm of great beauty and high
practical relevance—is covered in theory and practice. As
another important topic, we discuss the short-time Fourier
transform (STFT). In this context, we address issues such
as sampling, padding, and axis conventions—issues that
are often neglected in theory—from a practical perspective.
Part 3 (Music Synchronization). The objective of music
synchronization is to temporally align different versions of
the same underlying piece of music. Considering this scenario, we provide code examples for generating chromabased music features, which capture properties that are related to harmony and melody. In this context, we also address issues of high practical relevance including tuning,
logarithmic compression, as well as spectral and temporal
resolution—aspects that have a significant influence on the
features’ properties. Furthermore, we study an alignment
technique known as dynamic time warping (DTW), a concept that is applicable for the analysis of general time series. For its efficient computation, we discuss an algorithm
based on dynamic programming—a widely used method
for solving a complex problem by breaking it down into a
collection of simpler subproblems.
Part 4 (Music Structure Analysis). In this part, we address a central and well-researched area within MIR known
as music structure analysis. Given a music recording, the
objective is to identify critical structural elements and to
segment the recording according to these elements. Within
this scenario, we discuss fundamental segmentation principles based on repetitions, homogeneity, and novelty—
principles that also apply to other types of multimedia beyond music. In particular, we provide code for generating,
visualizing, and understanding self-similarity matrices and
for modifying their structural properties using a variety of
enhancement strategies. The notebooks also cover classical approaches for novelty detection and audio thumbnailing. Finally, we introduce scape plot representations
and demonstrate how this concept can be used to generate
beautiful visualizations of time-dependent properties in a
compact and hierarchical way.
Part 5 (Chord Recognition). Another essential and longstudied MIR task is the analysis of harmonic properties of
a piece of music by determining an explicit progression
of chords from a given audio recording—a task often referred to as automatic chord recognition. Within this scenario, we first discuss some basic theory of harmony including concepts such as intervals, chords, and scales. To

better understand these musical concepts, the notebooks
provide code for generating and interacting with suitable
sound examples. Furthermore, we introduce a simple baseline system for chord recognition based on a templatebased matching procedure. This system is then extended
by hidden Markov models (HMMs)—a concept of central
importance for the analysis of temporal patterns in timedependent data streams including speech, gestures, and
music. Besides algorithmic aspects and their implementation, we use the chord recognition scenario to illustrate
the importance of feature design choices and the effect of
temporal smoothing strategies. Such issues become of crucial importance when comparing, understanding, and exploring the potential of more involved chord recognition
systems (e. g., based on deep learning).
Part 6 (Tempo and Beat Tracking). Tempo and beat are
fundamental properties of music. In this part, we introduce
the basic ideas on how to extract tempo-related information
from audio recordings. A first task, known as onset detection, aims at locating note onset information by detecting
changes in energy and spectral content. The notebooks not
only introduce the theory but also provide code for implementing and comparing different onset detectors. To derive tempo and beat information, note onset candidates are
analyzed concerning quasiperiodic patterns. This second
step leads us to the study of general methods for local periodicity analysis of time series. In particular, we introduce
two conceptually different methods: one based on Fourier
analysis and the other one based on autocorrelation. Furthermore, the notebooks provide code for visualizing timetempo representations, which deepen the understanding of
musical and algorithmic aspects. Finally, the FMP notebooks cover fundamental procedures for predominant local
pulse estimation and global beat tracking.
Part 7 (Content-Based Audio Retrieval). A central topic
in MIR is concerned with the development of search engines that enable users to explore music collections in a
flexible and intuitive way. In this part, we discuss audio retrieval strategies that follow the query-by-example
paradigm: given an audio query, the task is to retrieve
all documents that are somehow similar or related to the
query. Within this scenario, we discuss the issue of specificity, which refers to the degree of similarity between the
query and the database documents. First, we deal with
the problem of audio identification (a retrieval task of high
specificity), where the objective is to identify the particular
audio recording that is the source of the query. In particular, we introduce the main ideas of an audio identification
system based on spectral peaks—a technique used in many
commercial applications such as Shazam [21]. Then, the
notebooks cover two related retrieval tasks of lower specificity referred to as audio matching and version identification, where the goal is to identify recordings with performance variations and other versions (e. g., cover songs).
The main goals of the notebooks are to provide code for
baseline systems and for gaining a better understanding of
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Figure 2. The matrix DFTN and a visualization of its real
and imaginary parts for the case N = 32.
the practical requirements of the different retrieval tasks.
Part 8 (Musically Informed Audio Decomposition). In
the final part on audio decomposition, the notebooks cover
challenging research directions that are related to source
separation. Within this wide research area, we consider
three subproblems: harmonic–percussive separation, main
melody extraction, and score-informed audio decomposition. Within these scenarios, the notebooks offer detailed
explanations and implementations of essential techniques
including instantaneous frequency estimation, fundamental frequency (F0) estimation, spectrogram inversion, and
nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). These techniques
are useful for a variety of general multimedia processing
tasks beyond source separation and music processing. Besides algorithmic and computational aspects, we again encounter in this part of the notebooks a variety of acoustic and musical properties of audio recordings. Providing
tools and instructive scenarios for gaining a good understanding of such properties is a central and overarching
objective of the FMP notebooks.

4. EXAMPLES
In this section, we give some short examples that illustrate
some of the educational aspects of the FMP notebooks.
We start with a classical signal processing topic. Given
a discrete signal x = (x(0), x(1), . . . , x(N − 1))> ∈
RN of length N , the discrete
PN −1 Fourier transform (DFT)
is defined by X(k) := n=0 x(n) exp(−2πikn/N ) for
k ∈ [0 : N − 1]. The vector X ∈ CN can be interpreted as frequency representation of the time-domain
signal x. The FMP notebooks approach the DFT in various ways, including the usage of inner products and their
geometric interpretation. Defining the complex number
σN := exp(−2πi/N ), Figure 2 shows the matrix DFTN
nk
(given by DFTN (n, k) = σN
for n, k ∈ [0 : N −1]) along
with a visualization of its real and imaginary parts. Furthermore, the notebooks explain how to evaluate the DFT
efficiently using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The general idea of the FMP notebooks is not to shy away from
mathematics. Instead, the notebooks provide rigorous introductions to the theory, which are interleaved with code
examples that further explain, implement, and visualize abstract concepts.
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Figure 3. Time-domain signal (a) and its STFT without
padding (b/c) and with zero-padding (d/e).

To recover time information hidden in the Fourier domain, the main idea of the short-time Fourier transform
(STFT) is to consider only small sections of the signal.
These sections are obtained by multiplying shifted versions of a window function with the original signal and
by computing a Fourier transform for each of the resulting windowed signals. This results in a sequence of spectral vectors, also called frames. In practice, the correct
physical interpretation of discrete objects such as samples,
frames, and spectral coefficients can be tricky. Also, there
are many different conventions when applying windowing. Figure 3 shows a signal (two subsequent sinusoids
of 1 Hz and 5 Hz, respectively) and its STFT. In the FMP
notebooks, we explain how to correctly interpret discrete
parameters, discuss different windowing conventions (including padding), and show how to correctly visualize feature representations (taking a centric view).
For Western music, one often uses a twelve-tone equaltempered scale, where the 12 pitch classes correspond to
the twelve chroma values {C, C] , D, D] , . . . , B}. Aggregating all spectral information that relates to a given pitch
class into a single coefficient, a spectrogram can be transformed in a chromagram, see Figure 4. This example also
demonstrates how to generate accurate and visually appealing figures, which can be a tricky and time-consuming
effort. In the FMP notebooks, we give numerous examples
on how to enhance, place, and align figure elements. In
Figure 4, for example, a waveform (given in samples) and
a chromagram (given in frames) are visually aligned using
a common time axis (given in seconds). Furthermore, using an adapted colormap enhances essential structures in
the chromagram. Finally, the size and the placement of the
three subplots are controlled using a grid structure.
Such chromagram representations, which particularly
capture harmonic and melodic properties of an audio
recording, have turned out to be a powerful tool for various
MIR tasks. One such task is music synchronization, where
the objective is to automatically link different versions of
the same piece of music. Figure 5 shows a synchronization
result when aligning two different recordings of the be-
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Figure 4. Waveform (a) of a C-major scale and resulting
chromagram (b).
Figure 6. Chord recognition result for the first measures
of The Beatles’ song “Let It Be.”
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Figure 5. Chromagram representations of two different
recordings of the beginning of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony and resulting synchronization result (aligned time
positions are indicated by red lines).

ginning of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. Using a chromabased alignment procedure based on dynamic time warping as an example approach, the FMP notebooks provide
a detailed treatment of music synchronization including a
musically informed motivation, algorithmic descriptions,
implementation details, graphical representations, and application scenarios.
Chromagrams are also commonly used representations
for tasks such as structure analysis and chord recognition.
Figure 6 shows the annotated score as well as a chord
recognition result obtained from an audio recording of the
The Beatles’ song “Let It Be.” The FMP notebooks not
only describe and implement computational approaches,
but also discuss the results in a musically informed fashion
by looking at real-world music and audio examples. Furthermore, common evaluation measures such as precision,
recall, and F-measure are introduced including a discussion of their benefits and limitations within concrete MIR
scenarios.
In our final example, we consider a task that is often referred to as harmonic–percussive separation (HPS), where
the goal is to decompose a given audio signal into two
parts: one consisting of the harmonic and another one of
the percussive events of the original signal [4]. Since this
task is very instructive from an educational point of view,
it was included in the FMP notebooks. First, the task is
suited to reflect on acoustic qualities of sound sources, see

(c)

Figure 7. Spectrogram (a) of a recording consisting of
violin sounds (harmonic components) superimposed with
castanet clicks (percussive components). Furthermore, the
figure shows filtered spectrograms (b) and derived binary
masks (c).
Figure 7a. Second, the HPS approach discussed involves
fundamental (vertical and horizontal) filtering techniques
applied to a spectrogram representation, see Figure 7b.
Third, it involves spectral masking techniques related to
Wiener filtering, see Figure 7c. Finally, one requires signal
reconstruction techniques by inverting a modified STFT.
The FMP notebooks deal with these central topics using
the HPS scenario as motivation and illustration.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The FMP notebooks put together a package for studying
central MIR tasks providing detailed explanations, mathematical details, code examples, instructive sound examples, and illustrative figures within a unifying framework.
While going hand in hand with existing toolboxes such as
librosa [12], the FMP notebooks complement existing
MIR resources with the aim to bridge the gap between
theory and practice and by providing educational material useful for teaching and learning fundamentals of music
processing.
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